Lido Marini Hotel Roma

Advantageous solutions to the Maldives of Salento in the hotel

You are looking for a Vacation in Puglia All ` Tanner of relaxation and crystal clear sea?
Visit our portal to find out the best offers at Maldives of Salento in the hotel, A stone`s throw from the sandy beaches
among the most beautiful ever.
hotel roma is in lido marini Just 8 km from the Navy of Pescoluse and from its infinite and soft beaches. In this
marina, the beach of the Maldives of Salento gives luster to the entire Ionian coast.
Hotel in Salento sul mare

For a vacation to the maldives of salento memorable and worthy of being told Friends, you need to pay attention to
your idea of ??refreshment and rest.

In this regard, those staying in a Hotel in Salento sul Mare has some Expectations about proximity to the most
beautiful bays, such as Pescoluse beaches.

no matter if it is a weekend stay or a whole month vacation.

Here is between the various proposals of Hotel in Pescoluse , and more generally For your Holidays in Salento , you
might notice the offers of our Rome Hotel.

This is located in Lido Marini, a small ionic seaside resort that will allow you to reach all the most beautiful locations in
the car in a few minutes of cars Salento: Pescoluse, Torre Pali, Torre San Giovanni, Santa Maria di Leuca on the ionic
slope.

On the Adriatic instead you can reach, easily and in a short time, the suggestive cliffs of Gagliano del Capo and the
novels marina.

The desserts ionic expanses are easily accessible and wet from a crystal clear sea from incredible marine
transparencies, which allow you to see the backdrop to the bare eye.

This coast is especially indicated for those traveling with children or elderly to follow or simply for those in search of the
comforts of the beaches.

In the area you will have a wide range of beaches to choose from and visit during your stay in Puglia. You can thus opt
for the numerous and varied traits of free beach, or you can enjoy the luxury of spending pleasant days at the equipped
Lidi.

All this surrounds the Hotel Roma, a solution a few steps from the sea and all the main services.

choose at maldives of salento a luxury resort, on one side, is a real remote that will surely involve a certain amount
https://www.lidomarinihotel.it
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of satisfaction and happiness, on the other hand a considerable budget is required.

A reflection is then dedicated for the sea hotels at the Maldives of Salento , It is very difficult to find as it is a
naturalistic area of ??relevance.
The rooms of the Hotel Rome, near the Maldives of Salento

At this moment, surely, you will be wondering at Maldives of Salento where to stay, here is that we have a simple
and direct response.

If on the one hand we have seen that overnight stay in a hotel resort It can be too expensive, why not evaluate our
rooms at the Hotel Roma in Lido Marini?

The rooms of Hotel Roma are ten, of which eight doubles and two triples, all furnished with simplicity but good taste.

Inside each room you will find numerous comforts, such as: Air conditioning with individual control, safe, satellite TV,
minibar, hairdryer and bathroom with large shower box.

The double rooms can accommodate up to two people, while the triples are equipped with a double bed more single bed
with a maximum capacity of 3 guests.

The rooms then overlook an outdoor space shared with the other guests furnished with garden furniture. It is ideal for
sipping a coffee before going to the beach, maybe exchanging a chat with other guests.

Here, moreover, you can take advantage of the Wi Fi network to share all the photos of your memorable holidays in
Puglia on social media!
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